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Data Capture – AS captures material and

production data through simplified ERP

transactions using mobile devices.

Label Printing Services – AS routes and

prints both material and production labels

according to customized rules and formats.

Companies within the rapidly changing

automotive industry require dynamic

software. QAD recognizes this, and in

response, has created Automation Solutions in

order to “improve manufacturers’ material

transactional effectiveness and

efficiency.” Though a relatively new

functionality, Logan Consulting has compiled

a review of the solution based off our recent

interactions with QAD customers working

with the AS solution.

 

QAD Automation Solutions Overview

According to the QAD AS webpage, QAD

Enterprise Applications is combined with QAD

Cloud ERP to improve operational visibility

along with supply chain control and accuracy.

Its primary functions are:

 

QAD Automation Solutions and the

Automotive Industry

The automotive industry is ever-changing and

ever-growing; the auto parts manufacturing

market is expected to be worth $466 billion

by 2025 according to Persistence Market

Research. In a fast-paced industry like this

one, timing and accuracy are crucial. QAD AS

aims to streamline various manufacturing

processes, like receiving materials,

replenishing materials to production lines,

and shipping orders. 

 

 

 

An underlying goal of the solution is to

eliminate mistakes like transferring

materials to the wrong location or printing

the wrong labels. Mistakes like these are

especially costly in the automotive industry,

where the average cost of manufacturing

downtime is $22,000 per minute.

 

QAD AS offers promising functionality. For

example, one QAD customer which Logan

Consulting interviewed particularly

appreciates the serialization functionality. It

is important that automotive

manufacturers can completely trace a

transaction, including the work order, lot,

all material inputs, intermediate

subassembly transactions, and all related

serial numbers.
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Linked transaction functionality, which

combines multiple tasks within a single

transaction, is additional functionality

that stands out to our consultants and

those QAD customers to whom we

spoke. When in use, the functionality

drives productivity by linking multiple

transactions into one combined

transaction set, in order to reduce key-

strokes, scans, and time. However,

customers tell us it can be difficult to

implement from a customer-side

perspective, as these linked transactions

must be individually configured for the

client. To help ensure a successful Client

AS implementation, Logan Consulting

feels AS configuration should be

primarily a Client-side activity in order to

solidify knowledge transfer and overall

system ownership.

 

The printing functionality of AS is also

highly configurable. Labels can be

printed specific to the customer, item, or

work order. The in-house printing service

is supported through the linked

transaction functionality. Based on

conversations within the QAD

community and Logan Client base,

opinions on the new printing

functionality vary. Some QAD customers

appreciate the new capabilities while

others indicate it is very different from

traditional printing in QAD. There are

also concerns about reprinting. If a label

needs to be reprinted, some users report

they cannot access previous labels

themselves - IT services must be

contacted for assistance. Logan

Consulting believes these kinds of issues

will also be addressed as the AS solution

matures.

 

 

 

The need for significant configuration is

a common theme that we have seen

throughout the QAD AS solution. While

the solution is powerful, it is not

necessarily an easy solution to

implement. AS’s ability to configure has

the advantage of allowing a customer to

configure the transactions and outcomes

to precisely match their business

requirements. The disadvantage is that

this configuration effort can be

perceived as onerous by customers who

simply want to implement standard

transactions designed around best

practices. For example, a large

automotive manufacturer may find this

powerful functionality and flexibility

appealing while a somewhat smaller or

less complex company may prefer more

standard, out-of-the-box transaction sets

in order to achieve a quick

implementation. Logan Consulting

believes QAD may offer standard AS

transactions for more standard functions

in the future as the solution evolves.

 

Conclusion

QAD AS is still experiencing the kind of

growing pains normally seen with new

software, but Logan Consulting’s QAD

experts recognize AS’s potential and

long-term value. Though still in its

relatively early stages, QAD AS provides a

transaction set platform to automate

many high-volume QAD transactions

while improving operational visibility

and supply chain control. Its future looks

bright.

 

Contact a QAD expert to learn more

about Automation Solutions by clicking

the Logan Consulting icon below. 

 

 

 

 

https://www.loganconsulting.com/contact/

